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The coefftcients arp, sometimes called “generalized binomial coefticients” in the 
expansion Ct( V + I) = xr apr C:( V), are computed explicitly when t = r + 1, where 
p is a partition of r and r a partition of t. A recursion formula permits the 
calculation of the general arp. Several properties of arp are proved. A connection 
between the arp and other coefficients is established. The main tools used are 
Bingham’s identity, results from the theory of invariant differential operators, and a 
lemma concerning zonal polynomials. 0 1985 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose I/ is a real, symmetric k x k matrix, p a partition of no more 
than k parts, and C,*( I’) the normalized zonal polynomial (C,*(Z) = 1) 
corresponding to the partition p. The problem of expanding Cp*( V+ I) into 
a linear combination of zonal polynomials 
(1.1) 
was encountered by Constantine [2]. Special values of the coeffkients were 
given by Pillai and Jouris [15], Muirhead [14], and Richards [16]. See 
Subrahmaniam [ 181 for a summary of results prior to 1974. 
Suppose p is a partition of r and r is a partition of t. In this paper, an 
explicit formula for urp is derived when t = I + 1. A recursion formula deter- 
mines urp in the general case, t = r + s. The types of partitions p occurring 
in the sum (1.1) are determined and several properties of urp are proved. 
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Finally, a connection is pointed out between the coefficients arp and coef- 
ficients defined by Hayakawa [3] and Khatri and Pillai [7]. The tools 
used in the proofs are Bingham’s identity, certain results from the theory 
of invariant differential operators, and a lemma concerning zonal 
polynomials. 
2. BINGHAM'S IDENTITY. NOTATION 
Instead of working directly with (l.l), we use an identity of Bingham 
Cll: 
c C,(V) tr”V= C arpCr( V). 
. . * 
(2.1) 
In (2.1), the sum runs over all partitions of 7 of t such that I = r + s. The 
notation (;) =arp is also used [l, 141; the coefficients are then called 
“generalized binomial coefficients.” Suppose { ri} is a non-increasing 
sequence of non-negative integers. Define ni = ri - ti+ , . We denote the par- 
tition 7 in two ways: 
7 = (ti) (2.2) 
and, equivalently, 
7 = [nil. (2.3) 
We do not distinguish between two partitions which differ by a string of 
zeroes at the end. The non-zero ti in (2.2) are called the parts of 7. The 
number of parts is the length of 7, denoted by I(7) (Macdonald [ 123). To 
the partition 7 are associated two other partitions. 
(a) The partition 7, (Muirhead [ 141): 
7, = (t1, t, )...) t, + l)...) 
= C n,, n2 )...) n,- 1 - 1, n, + l)... 1. 
(b) The truncated partition z[m]: 
7Cml= Cn,, n2,..., n,l 
= (t1- t In+19 f2-fm+lY> fm-fm+l)* 
Note that 7, is definable only if t, # t, _, and that the partition r[m] is 
a truncation only with respect to the square brackets notation, (2.3). 
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We denote by D the k x k matrix of partial differential operators, 
The determinant of D will also be denoted by D. 
The upper left m x m sub-matrix of V is denoted by V,,,: 
v, = (uij), l<i,j<m. 
The upper left m x m sub-determinant of D is denoted by D,: 
The (k - 1) x (k - 1) determinant obtained from D by striking out its ith 
row and column is denoted by Dii; that is, Dii is the minor of 2(8/&,) in 
the determinant of D. 
The sum of the operators Dii is denoted by L: 
L = i Dii. 
i=l 
Finally, from the formula for C,(Z,) (James [ 5]), we have 
C,(L) (m/2), 
C,(I,)=o, 
if Z(r), the number of parts of r, is not greater than n. Also, the same for- 
mula permits the evaluation of 
(Muirhead [ 13 ] ). 
3. INVARIANT DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS AND EP SUBSPACES 
Let V be a k x k, symmetric, real matrix. The space of homogeneous 
polynomials in V, of degree r, decomposes into irreducible invariant sub- 
spaces, V,.,. Each subspace corresponds to a partition r = (tr , t2,..., tP) of r, 
the number of whose parts, Z(T)=P, does not exceed k (James [S]). The 
subspace Vr,% consists of “EP polynomials,” i.e., polynomials which are 
eigenfunctions of all the Wishart expectation operators, E, (Kushner, 
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Lebow, and Meisner [9]). It was shown in Selberg [ 163 that if a function 
of the matrix V is a common eigenfunction of a certain class of invariant 
differential operators, then that function is also an eigenfunction of certain 
integral operators, which include the Wishart expectation operators. 
Selberg’s sufficiency conditions were also proved to be necessary in 
Kushner [S]. The class of invariant differential operators has as basis the 
operators (Maass [ 111 and Kushner [S] ) 
In particular 
Mi = tr,( VD), l<i<k. 
M,=2 1 v$ 
iSj 80, 
(3.1) 
and 
M,=lVlD. (3.2) 
From (3.1), and the preceding discussion, one has that an EP function, f: 
satisfies M,f= 2d! i.e., it is homogeneous of degree d (proving a claim 
made in Kushner, Lebow, and Meisner [9]). Also, for f~ Vr,, one has 
Mk.f= ak(r)f (3.3) 
where 
o,(z) = fi (m-i+ 2tJ (3.4) 
i= I 
(Kushner [ 81, Maass [Ill). In a symbol such as ok(z), where z is a par- 
tition of p 6 k parts, define ti = 0, p < i< k. The prototype polynomial 
@,(V)=n;=, IViIt,--t,+’ (t,,, = 0) satisfies (3.3) as does the zonal 
polynomial C,(V) belonging to I’,,,. The zonal polynomial C,* and the 
prototype polynomial @T are related by 
C,*(V)=1 @,(H’VH)dH 
O(k) 
(James [4], Kushner and Meisner [lo]). The prototype polynomial @, is 
also an eigenfunction of the operator 1 V, 1 D,. For, if t has p parts, then 
the prototype function @jr is a function of the variables (vmn), 1 <m, n <p. 
Hence, viewing @, as a function of the p xp matrix, I’,, we have by 
(3.3)-( 3.4), 
I J’, I D,@, = a,(z) 0,. 
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We shall require also the following easily proved fact: 
L= i Dji (3.5) 
i=l 
is an invariant differential operator with respect to the orthogonal group 
O(k). 
Let I’, be a symmetric real matrix. In [S], James observed that the 
“zonal polynomials look the same” no matter what the dimension of the 
matrix V. This is the content of the following lemma. 
LEMMA. 
C,(V,)=C, 2 ; . ( 1 (3.6) 
ProoJ If m >p, then both sides of (3.6) are identically zero. If m =p, 
then (3.6) reads C,( I’,) = C,( V,). Suppose, then, that m <p. Clearly 
p*K)=cT(~ 3 is an orthogonally invariant polynomial in V, (i.e., with 
respect to the orthogonal group O(m)). Then 
vm 0 
P,(I/,)=C* o o =~~pqKJ 
( 1 P 
where the coefficients a, are given by Kushner and Meisner [lo]: 
2”#! up = (L, P,) ( v, = 0) where p is a partition of U. (3.7) 
But the operator L, involves differentiation only with respect to the entries 
of V,,,. Hence 
(L,P*)( vnl = 0) = & w  v= 0) 
= 2”u! St 
i.e., a, = St, which is the assertion of the lemma. 
A different proof of the lemma is the following: 
Viewed as a function of V, P,( V,) is an EP polynomial since 
where T, = diag( l”, skpm). Hence, viewed as a function of the matrix V,, 
P,( V,,,) is an EP polynomial. But 
trfV=C C,(V) 
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implies 
trr V, = C P,( V,). 
Now P,( V,,,) is an orthogonally invariant EP polynomial, implying 
PA VP?) = C,( Vm). 
4. A FORMULAFORU,,,WHEN t=r+l 
When s = 0, i.e., when t = I, Richards [16] has noted that arp = Sf 
follows from (2.1). Again, from (2.1), we see that if the coefficients urp are 
known for s = 1, i.e., when t = r + 1, then they can be calculated for any s. 
In the sequel, p = (ri) = [mi] is a fixed partition of p parts. The generic par- 
tition is T = (ti) = [nil. In this section, the main result of this paper is 
proved-an explicit formula for arp when t = r + 1. 
THEOREM 1. Zft=r+l, then 
=(‘+y1)(R,+p+2) fi Rm-R,+l, 
j+,,R,-Rj+2 
pm definable 
where 
Ri = 2ri -j, 1 <jGp+ 1, (r,+,=O), 
a rp = = 0, otherwise. 
Proof: Define rj = 0, j > p. Define the coefficients b(z, p) by 
tr VC,*( V) = 1 b(r, p) C,*(V). (4.1) 
From (3.3) it follows that 
A short calculation shows that the left-hand side of (4.2) is 
2 IV1 LC,*+tr VIVI DC: (4.3) 
where L is given by (3.5). From remarks made in Section 3, it follows that 
LC,* may be calculated by 
(LC,*)( V) = j FJH’VH) dH (4.4) 
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where F,(V) = (LGP)( I’). Let o = p[k - 11, the truncated partition. In Eqs. 
(4.1)-(4.4), let us now replace p by o. Adding the equations 
Dii@,* = 0, l<i<k-1 
lvtcl D,,@,= lvkl D~l@w=~k-,(w)@, 
we obtain 1 V, 1 L@, = crk _ 1(o) @, and we find from (4.4) that 
I~I(Jx)(~)=~,-,(~) C&(0 when ok can be defined 
= 0, otherwise, i.e., when ekP r(w) = 0. 
Also, DC,* = 0, so that (4.3) reduces to 20,~ 1(o) C&(V), and (4.2), with w  
in place of p, reads 
2fJ,-1(~) CZ,(u=p4? 0) g!Az) WV, ok definable (4.5) 
where o = ~[k - 11. When wk cannot be defined, the left side of (4.5) is 
interpreted to be identically zero. We conclude that 
b(T, w) = 0 if ok(~) # 0, T # ok 
b(W/c? 0) = 2a,- l(W)/~k(W,)? wk definable. 
(In the sequel, interpret the symbol c~~-,(w)/cr~(w~) to be zero if wk is 
undefinable.) 
Indeed, (4.1), with w  in place of p, becomes 
tr vC,*(V = @ok- l(wY~k(wk)) C&C V + c b, w) ‘3 V (4.6) 
l(r)<k-1 
where the sum in (4.6) runs over those r such that ok(r) = 0, i.e., those z 
having at most k - 1 parts. Multiplying (4.6) by I VI”!+ we recover Eq. (4.1) 
in the form 
tr vC,*( v) = (2a,- ,(w)/~(e+)) Czkk( V + C NT, w) C,*( V (4.7) 
n~=m~ 
where the sum in (4.7) runs over partitions r satisfying nk = mk. Sum- 
marizing, we have 
Ok? PI = 20,- l(W)/~,(Wk)? pk definable, w  = p[k - l] (4.8) 
b(T, P) = 4T, 0) ifn,=m, (4.9) 
NT, P) = 0, otherwise. 
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When pk is definable, Eq. (4.8) determines (see Eq. (4.24)) the coefficient 
apkp. In the next part of the proof, the other coefficients arp are determined. 
Divide (4.7) by 1 VI”’ to obtain 
tr vC~(V)=(2ak-,(o)lok(ok)) C,(V+ 1 KG 0) CY,k-,,(V (4.10) 
nk=mk 
and set V= (~-LO) in it. By the lemma, we have 
=C,(V,-,) 
=C,,(V,-,)=O. 
(The iast equation follows even more simply by noting that ] VI is a factor 
Of ‘,,( ‘)’ ) 
Therefore, Eq. (4.10) yields 
(4.11) 
But Eq. (4.11) is the same kind of equation as (4.1) with V= vk replaced 
by vk _ 1 and p replaced by p[k - 11. We can now prove that the partitions 
T occurring in the sum (4.1) are of the form z = pi, if definable. For, by 
induction on the dimension k, we may assume that a partition z[k - l] 
occurring in the sum (4.1 l)isoftheformz[k-l]=(p[k-l]),.Butsince 
r[k- ] = (tl - t,, t, - t, ,..., t,-, - fk) 
and 
dk- ]=(rL-rk,r2-rk,...,rk~,-rk), 
the induction assumption implies that for some i, 
ti- tk = rj- rk + 1. 
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Since the relations nk = rk = mk = rk hold for all partitions z occurring in 
(4.11) we obtain 
tj = rj, ifj# i 
tj = ri + 1 
i.e., z = pi. Finally, all the partitions z in (4.1) are either T = Pk if definable 
or a t occurring in (4.11). Hence we may conclude, as asserted, that all the 
partitions z in (4.1) are of the form z = pi. In short, we have established 
(4.12) 
i= 1 
and 
Cp[k- I]tlk--l) 
Cp[k- 1, czk) 
tr vk-lc,*[k~~~(vk-~) 
k-l 
Cp,[k--l,(zk&l) 
= 1 b(piyp) c,,,_,,(~,) C~,[k-l](Vk-l). 
i= I 
(4.13) 
In (4.12) and (4.13), the summation is over all i for which pi is definable. 
Induction yields for 1 <m < k - 1 a generalization of Eq. (4.13): 
where 
k - l 
c,(P)= I-I 
C,,,CZj) 
j=m cpCj](zj+ I) 
= "fj' (jD),uj 
j=m W+ 1)/2)p[j]' 
From (4.15), 
Now 
PCjl=(r,--r,+,,r,--j+,,...,rj-rj+,) 
and 
PmCjl=(rl-rj+l,r2-rj+~ ,..., r,--rj+l+l,..., rj-rj+I), m<j. 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
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Therefore, (4.16) simplifies to 
c,(p,)=&-’ I-I 
j/2 - (m - 1)/2 + rm - rj+ 1 
C,(P) j=m (j+ 1)/z-(m- l)/2+r,-rj+l 
=~~~RR~~,~:;,=j=~+lRR”RR;l m m J 
where R,=2r,-m, l<m<k. 
For m <p, (4.19) simplifies to 
ch,) 
-=j=j+, R,R;lj+C 1 j=o+, RR:,; 1 Cl?sP) m J 
R,,,+p+l 
ii 
R,-Rj 
=R,+k+lj=m+IR,-Rj+l’ 
m<p. 
When m = p + 1, (4.19) is evaluated by 
Cp+l Pp+l ( 1 1 
Cp+l(P) =- k-p’ 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
From (4.17) and (4.18), we see that, if p, is definable, then so is 
(PCml),=p,Cml. In (4.14), m, pCm1, p,,,Cml, and pCm- 11 play the part 
of k, p, P&, and p[k - 11, respectively, in (4.8). Therefore, 
b(p p)c,o=2~m-l(w) 
In, 
Cm(P) ~,(%I) ’ 
w=p[m-l] 
(4.22) 
which, with (4.20~(4.21), yields, for definable pm, 
4Pm PI = 
R,+k+l P R,-R,+l 
l-I R,+p+lj+, R,-Rj ’ 
m<p 
(4.23) 
HP,+,, P )=(kwp) fi Rj+P 
j-1 Rj+p+ 1’ 
Finally, the coefficients aPmP and b(p,, p) are related by 
(r+ l)-‘aPmp= (cp(lk)/cp,(zk)) b(&n, P). (4.24) 
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A calculation similar to those already done in this section yields 
cpukvcp,vk) = 
(R,+p+Z)(R,+p+l) ’ Rm-Rj 
n 2(r+l)(R,+k+l) jrmR,-Rj+2’ 
l<m<p 
and 
p<k 
so from (4.23) and (4.24) we obtain, for definable pm, 
=(&+p+2) fi Rm-Rj+l 
j+mR,-Rj+2’ 
16mGp 
(4.25) 
and 
a P 
Pp+lP= 
P+l 
( ) P =jcl ,2;” 1 J 
completing the proof of Theorem 1. 
EXAMPLE. p=13,p,=212,~=3 
(R,,&,R3)=(1,0, -1) 
2u,,,.,.=6(:I~~:)(:::::) 
a P1.P = 3 
agreeing with the value in Constantine’s table [2]. 
5. A RECURSION FORMULA AND PROPERTIES OF aTp 
The recursion relation by which arp (t - r = s) can be calculated from arp 
(t - r = s - 1) was given in Bingham [ 1 ] (note misprint): 
where 1 runs over partitions of 1. 
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Suppose I= r + 1. Then 1= pm and 
P+l 
Ca rp,ap,p = (t-r) arp. m=l 
(5.1) 
Now aPmP is determined by Theorem 1 and aTPm is known by recursion 
since t - (r + 1) = s - 1. Thus (5.1) determines arp when t - r = s. 
We conclude this section by proving three properties of aTp. 
1. a,,>O. 
First, we prove that 
a PmP ’ 0, pm definable. (5.2) 
Indeed, R, - Rj = 2(r, - rj) + (j - m). 
(a) If j > m, then r,,, > rj and R, - Rj > 0. 
(b) If j< m, then rm # rj, since if r,,, = rj, the partition pm is 
undefined. Hence R, - Rj< - 2 - 1 = -3. In both cases (a) and (b) the 
quotient 
(R, - Rj + 1 )/( R, - Rj + 2), l<j,m<p 
is positive. Since R,+p+2=2(r,+l)+(p-m), l<m<p+l, is also 
positive, one deduces from Theorem 1 that 
aPmP ’ 0, pm definable. 
Finally, the recursion relation (5.1) permits the conclusion a,, > 0. 
2. a TP = 0, unless ti 2 ri. (5.3) 
We precede our proof with background comments. The assertion (5.3) is 
Lemma 2 of Bingham [l], which is based on a result of Muirhead [13] 
reproduced from a then unpublished manuscript, James and Constantine 
[6]. But the proof of James and Constantine implicitly assumes (5.3). Thus 
neither the James-Constantine result nor Bingham’s lemma can be con- 
sidered as proved. In [14], Muirhead uses property 2 and claims an easy 
proof. A proof of (5.3) follows from Theorem 1, and (5.1). If t - r = 1, a,,, is 
non-zero only when ti > ri. If t - r = s - 1, suppose then that arp is non-zero 
only when ti 2 ri. But each product in the sum (5.1) will be zero unless 
ti> rmi2rir Pm= (r,,). 
Finally, when t - r = 0, azp = S;. 
3. a,, is independent of k, the dimension of V. 
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This property, noted by Muirhead [14], whose proof, however, does not 
appear to be suficient, follows immediately from Eq. (2.1) and the lemma 
of Section 3. In other words, (1.1) is true, for the same coefficients upr when 
V is replaced by V,, 1 < m < k. This property underscores the remarkably 
apt delinition of Constantine [2]. 
6. CONNECTION WITH OTHER COEFFICIENTS 
The coefficients a;, are defined by 
C,(A 0 B) = 1 a:, C,(A) C,(B) (6.1) (r,r 
(cf. Hayakawa [3], Khatri and Pillai [7], and Subrahmaniam [lS]). In 
(l.l), set V=diag(O, A2 ,..., A,) and then replace Ai + 1 by li, yielding 
(6.2) 
where 
A, = diag( 1,1, ,...) 1,) 
A, = diag(i,,..., 1,) 
and a and z are partitions of s and t, respectively. 
(Note application of property 3, Section 5, in the deduction of (6.2).) 
In (6.2) replace Ai by A,llz, and multiply by A; obtaining 
q(woA) =~(-)‘+~upruro 
c,(zk) 1.0 
c;;z-;),:;-YT~(A,) 
T  k 
which yields 
a;- f,r = 
c,(zk) 
1 
cr(zk-l) r,am,>,, 
( - )” +I ((k(k/:):2)” fzppafir (6.3) 
P 
where z has at most k - 1 parts, and ,D = (m,) is a partition of m. 
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It follows, however, from the lemma of Section 3 and (6.1) that the coef- 
ficients a:, are indeed functions of the partitions p, c, T and are independent 
of the dimensions of the matrices A and B in the defining equation (6.1). 
Therefore, in Eq. (6.3), the k- 1, the dimension of B, may be replaced by 
its smallest allowable value, p, the number of parts in t: 
a;-1.r = C,(Zp+ I) C,(Q (6.4) 
r, 9 m, > I, 
where f(z) =p. 
In other words, when A is a 1 x 1 matrix, and B is any matrix, then (6.1) 
may be written 
C&A 0 B) = 1 a,qr C,(A) C,(B) (6.5) 
where a& is given by (6.4) 
We also observe that the lemma of Section 3 implies that 
a;,=ugp= 1. 
Finally, note that by repeated applications of (6.5), the coefficients of 
A? * * * At in the po ynomial 1 C,(A) could be found, i.e., the coefficients could 
be expressed in terms of urp. In [16], Richards gives an expression for a& 
in terms of certain coefficients associated with C,(A). 
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